This paper introduces prime information systems. Prime information systems determine dI-domains and stable approximable mappings give stable functions, and vice versa. The notion of rigid embedding is captured by a subsystem relation.
Introduction
The classical framework for the denotational semantics of programming languages is the category of Scott domains with continuous functions. A Scott domain is a complete partial order whose elements are thought of as some information about computation. To get a reasonably good structure Scott domains are required to satisfy a property called consistent completeness (see section 2). In (Scott 1982 ) a representation of Scott domains is introduced, using some kind of structure called information systems. This representation has two prominent advantages. First, information systems only use a very limited part of (elementary) set theory that are familiar to many people, and therefore, is less`abstract' than the complete partial orders. Secondly, information systems provide a logical approach to domain theory which turned out to be important to the understanding of the relation between denotational semantics and program logics.
There are many other frameworks for the denotational semantics of programming languages, among which there is the less standard but important category of dI-domains and stable functions. DI-domains were discovered by Berry from the study of the full-abstraction problem for typed -calculi. They are special kinds of Scott domains which have a more operational nature. The functions between dI-domains are stable functions under an order which takes into account the manner in which they compute. DI-domains with stable functions form a cartesian closed category DI (Berry, 1978) . The products are the cartesian product ordered coordinatewise and the function space consists of stable functions ordered under the stable order. These properties make dI-domains a nice alternative framework in which to do denotational semantics. DI-domains can be represented as stable event structures (Winskel 1988) , which are models for processes of concurrent computation. An event structure is a description of a set of events in terms of consistency and enabling relations. The consistency relation indicates whether some events can occur at the same time or not, and the enabling relation speci es the condition when a particular event may occur with regards to the occurrence of other events.
Although an event structure looks similar to an information system, it is based on a di erent intuition and they are regarded in totally di erent ways. Typically, for an information system if X`a and X`a 0 then a and a 0 must be consistent propositions while for an event structure, we cannot say anything about the consistency of two events e, e 0 enabled by the same set of events. This re ects the fact that for information systems`stands for logical entailment between propositions whereas in the case of event structures it expresses when an event is enabled due to the previous occurrences of other events. Information systems capture the logical relations between facts about a computation while event structures capture their temporal relationship. Therefore, although event structures provide a concrete, less`abstract' representation of dI-domains, a representation which captures the logical aspects of dI-domains will be very useful.
This paper introduces prime information systems, to represent dI-domains by logical structures similar to information systems. Section 2 gives the de nition of prime information systems and show that they determine dI-domains. Section 3 introduces a category of prime information systems. This category is shown to be equivalent to the category of dI-domains.
In Section 4, a complete partial order of prime information system is given so that recursive prime information systems can be de ned. Constructions in the category of prime information systems are introduced in Section 5. Various common constructions turn out to specify continuous functions in the complete partial order given in Section 4. Discussions are given at the conclusion section.
Prime Information Systems
In this section we introduce prime information systems and show that they determine dI-domains.
Intuitively, an information system is a structure describing the logical relations among propositions that can be made about computations. It consists of a set of propositions, a consistency predicate and an entailment relation speci ed as follows (For convenience of getting a cpo of information systems we use a de nition slightly di erent from the original one given in (Scott, 1982) , without using a distinguished standing for the proposition that is always true. The de nition given below is the same as the one used in (Larsen and Winskel, 1984) 
Notation. We write Fin(A) for the set of nite subsets of A. Write X`Y to mean 8b 2 Y: X`b; X a`X 0 to mean X`X 0 and X 0`X ; X fin y to mean X is a nite subset of y.
Propositions are basic facts that can be a rmed about computations. They can be seen as units of information. Con contains all nite subsets of propositions that are non-contradictory, in a sense related to the computation under consideration. X`a can be roughly interpreted as: If the propositions in X are true of a computation, then a is also true of the computation.
There is a more`proof theoretical' way to look at information systems (Zhang, 1989) .
Considering sequents of the form X ! Y (Note that a more common notation for Gentzen's sequents is X`Y , but we have used X`Y to mean something di erent), where X, Y are nite sets of propositions with X non-empty. An information system is just a special kind of such sequents satisfying the following well-known rules of proof theory:
An information system determines a family of subsets of propositions called its elements.
Intuitively, an element consists of a set of propositions that can be truly made about a possible computation. Thus it is expected that the propositions should be in consistency with each other and, if a nite set of propositions is valid for a computation all the logical consequences should also be valid for it.
De nition 2.2 The elements Pt ( A ), of an information system A = ( A; Con;`)
consists of subsets x of propositions which are 1: nitely consistent: X fin x =) X 2 Con; 2: closed under entailment: X x & X`a =) a 2 x:
For an information system A , ( Pt A ; ) is a Scott domain (Scott, 1982) . More generally, information systems form a category with the approximable mappings as morphisms, which is equivalent (in the sense of Mac Lane 1971) to the category of Scott domains. Constructions such as product, sum and function space have been proposed on information systems (Scott, 1982; Larsen and Winskel, 1984) , corresponding to those on domains. Using information systems one can solve recursive equations concretely (Larsen and Winskel, 1984) with the resulting isomorphism being an equality.
De nition 2.3 An information system A = ( A; Con;`) is called prime if it satis es two extra axioms:
6: X`a =) 9b 2 X: f b g`a 7: f b j X`b g is nite for all nite proposition set X Axiom 6 indicates that the entailment`is determined by a pre-order on A by letting a b i f b g`a. Thus prime information systems are similar to prime event structures (Winskel, 1988) . The only di erence is that the entailment relation here determines a pre-order while for prime event structures the causal dependency relation is a partial order. Prime event structures in the sense of Winskel 1988 can be seen both as information systems and event structures. By taking a logical approach (tokens as propositions and con gurations as theories)
we committed ourselves not to require that the entailment between propositions be a partial order. The technical di erences between prime information systems and prime event structures are super cial at this stage, though. However, later when we come to the constructions in the category of prime information systems, especially the construction of stable function space, the reason for taking the logical stand (and hence the name prime information systems instead of prime event structures) becomes more clear. There, molecules are used as tokens. Molecules are nite collections of some pairs which specify the minimal information. They can be regarded as a conjunction of speci cations about minimal information. But regarding the molecules as events seemed to lack a computational justi cation.
Axiom 6 requires, in particular, that when X`a in a prime information system, X must be non-empty.
Axiom 7 for prime information systems corresponds to the axiom of nite cause for event structures. There is a strong computational intuition behind the axiom there (Winskel, 1988) . Another justi cation for axiom 7 is to get a cartesian closed category with A countable.
Consider the stable functions from ( ! f?g; v ) to itself, where i v j i i is bigger than j. It can be shown that there are uncountably many nite elements in this function space (Zhang, 1989b) . Therefore, dropping axiom 7 means we have to go beyond the countable, which is intuitively unwelcome as far as computation is concerned. Note that a choice is made here:
we could have used an axiom which requires that there are only nitely many a`?equivalent classes in f b j X`b g rather than the whole set f b j X`b g be nite.
Axiom 7 is equivalent to, under the assumption of Axiom 6, the following Axiom 7' 8a 2 A: f b j f a g`b g is nite which is easier to use. Obviously Axiom 7 implies Axiom 7'. In reverse, assume we have Axiom 7'. By Axiom 6 whenever X`b, there is some a 2 X such that f a g`b. But for each a 2 X, f b j f a g`b g is nite. Therefore f b j X`b g is also nite, since X is. First there are several observations that will be used.
Observation 1 Observation 3 Suppose X is a compatible subset of a Scott domain D and X = X 1 X 2 .
We have G X = (
Observation 4 The complete primes of a dI-domain D are those isolated elements which have a unique element immediately below them. We say x is immediately below y, or x is covered by y, if x v y and for every z such that x v z v y, either x = z or y = z.
Observation 4 is not trivial and we give a proof. Let p be a complete prime and let X be the nite (by axiom I) set of isolated elements immediately below it. X must be non-empty since ? is not a complete prime. But X cannot have more than one element, for otherwise we have p v G X but not p v x for any x 2 X. Therefore there is a unique element immediately below p.
Suppose, on the other hand, that there is a unique element w immediately below an isolated element a 2 D. Let X be a compatible set such that a v G X:
We can assume that X is nite for a is isolated. By Observation 2, a = a u (
Clearly a u x v a. If a u x 6 = a then a u x v w, since w is the unique element immediately below a. Therefore for a v G X to hold, we must have a u x = a for some x 2 X. That means, a v x for some x 2 X. Hence a is a complete prime.
Proof of Lemma 2.1:
Assume D is a prime algebraic Scott domain satisfying axiom I. Let x " y and
Then using that fact that p and q's are complete primes, we get
Axiom d then follows from Observation 1, using the prime algebraicness of D.
Assume D is a dI-domain. We show that it is prime algebraic. 
A Category of Prime Information Systems
The subtle structure of stable functions makes it rather di cult to get the right de nition of morphisms to form a category of prime information systems. A slightly modi ed version of the approximable mappings used in the category of information systems does not lead to a characterization of stable order. To get some guidance we study the structure of stable functions rst. In particular, we generalize the notion of traces as used in the coherent spaces to dI-domains. After that, it becomes clear what should be the morphisms we are looking for.
For convenience we use p; q for complete primes and a; b for isolated elements. where a 2 D 0 , the set of nite elements of D and p 2 E p , the set of complete primes of E.
The full abstraction problem for typed lambda-calculi lead Berry to consider the problem of capturing a notion of`sequential functions'. As one of the possible candidates for`sequential' functions Berry introduced stable functions so that non-sequential functions like`parallel-or' are excluded. Stable functions have a property that their values are totally determined by those at some minimal points. One can then understand a pair (a; p ) 2 f as saying a is a minimal point for f to assume value p.
The following two lemmas are useful. From the rst lemma we know that the set f fully determines a stable function f. 
Note that De nition 3.1 can be extended to continuous functions (not necessarily stable) on dI-domains. The proof of Lemma 3.1 does not need the stability of f.
The second lemma implies that compatible stable functions have the same minimal point related to a given value that they can both assume. Since p is a complete prime, there is some p i such that p i w p. By the third condition mentioned in Theorem 3.1 again, p j = p for some j such that a j v a i . By the result from the previous paragraph we have (a j ; p j ) 2 f. Therefore a j = a by Lemma 3.2 (taking f = g).
Note that in Theorem 3.1 we have generalized the characterization of traces of stable functions from the category of coherent spaces to the category of dI-domains. Indeed, comparing our Theorem 3.1 with Theorem IV.2. in (Girard, 1987) Here Fin A stands for the set of nite elements of P t (A). These conditions are instances of those used in Theorem 3.1.
The compatibility condition is quite standard, which is also used in Scott's information systems. The second condition expresses the minimal property. a R p can be read as: a in A entails p in B, and, moreover, a is a weakest one in A (or, it is not only su cient but also necessary for a to produce p). For example, for any stable approximable mapping R, we cannot have ; R p and a R p for some non-empty a at the same time. The third condition insists on completeness, in the sense that when a is a weakest proposition for p, all the propositions weaker than p must also have their weakest propositions speci ed.
Suppose a R p and f p g a`f q g. By the completeness axiom there is some b a, b R q. But again, f q g`p. Hence c R p for some c b. Clearly a c is a nite element. By minimality we must have a = c. Therefore a = b, which means a R q, too. This analysis shows that under the completeness axiom, minimality is equivalent to the otherwise weaker It is routine to check that Pt ( R ) is continuous. To check stability assume x " y with x; y 2 PtA. Assume also that p 2 Pt R(x) \ Pt R(y). Thus 9a x ; b y such that a R p and b R p. Since x and y are compatible, a b 2 Fin A . Therefore, by axiom 1 of De nition 3.2, a = b, which implies p 2 Pt R(x \ y). We have proved that Pt R(x) \ Pt R(y) Pt R(x \ y).
The other direction of the inclusion follows from the monotonicity of Pt R.
To get strict functions we can simply restrict the relation a R p by requiring a to be nonempty.
The following proposition says that set inclusion on the stable approximable mappings determines the stable order. There must be a x and b y such that a R p and b S p. By a similar argument used in the previous proposition we know that
The other direction of the inclusion follows from monotonicity. Proof We check that axioms 1, 2, 3 and 4 of De nition 3.2 hold for SI f.
Axiom 1 follows from Lemma 3.2.
Axiom 2 and 4 are easy.
Axiom 3 follows from the third property mentioned in Theorem 3.1 about the set f.
Note that for the prime information system SI D determined by a dI-domain D, f a g a`f b g =) a = b: We use one of MacLane's results in (Maclane, 1971) . It is enough to show that Pt is full and faithful, and each dI-domain D is isomorphic to Pt (A) for some prime information system A. The latter is straightforward. It remains to show that Pt is full and faithful. It follows from Proposition 3.4 that this relation is an approximable mapping form A to B. By Theorem 3.1, the stable function Pt R determined by R is actually equal to f. Suppose R; S : A ! B are approximable mappings such that Pt R = Pt S. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that R S and S R, and hence R = S. Therefore Pt is faithful.
A Cpo of Prime Information Systems
In this section we introduce a subsystem relation on prime information systems. The subsystem relation captures the notion of rigid embedding (Kahn and Plotkin, 1978) . We get a cpo with the subsystem relation, which enables us to give meaning to recursively de ned stable information systems through the construction of least xed points for continuous functions. Hence our de nition of subsystem is di erent from (Larsen and Winskel, 1984) , where the relation captures the notion of embedding between domains. We have a stronger notion of subsystems (This is not surprising at all because rigid embeddings are embeddings but not vice versa). Proof We have 8x 2 PtA: ji(x) = x \ A = x; 8y 2 PtB: ij(y) = y \ A y; and 8y 2 PtB: y A ) ij(y) = y:
Hence it is enough to show that i ; j are well de ned functions, which is trivial.
The relation is almost a complete partial order on prime information systems. Clearly there is a least prime information system, with the empty set as propositions. The limit of an !-increasing chain is a stable information system with the proposition set, consistency and entailment relations the union of those in the chain. We have Proof As our notion of subsystem is stronger than the one in (Larsen and Winskel, 1984) we know that Write CPO pis for the`cpo' of prime information systems under . CPO pis is not a cpo in the usual sense simply because they are not a set but a class. However, this`large' cpo still suits our purpose.
The subsystem relation can be easily extended to n?tuples coordinatewisely. More precisely we require An operation F from n?tuples of prime information systems to m?tuples of prime information systems is said to be continuous i it is monotonic, i.e.Ã B implies F (Ã ) F (B ) and preserves !?increasing chains of prime information systems, i.e.
It is well known that for functions on ( nite) tuples of cpos they are continuous i by changing (any) one argument while xing others the induced function is continuous. 
Constructions
In this section we introduce constructions of lifting ( ) " , sum +, product and function space ! on stable information systems. These constructions have their counterparts in dIdomains as the constructions of lifting, sum, product and stable function space. They induce continuous functions on CPO pis . In this way we can produce solutions to recursive equations for prime information system written in these constructions.
Lifting, sum and product are more or less the same as those on information systems (Larsen and Winskel, 1984) . There is a minor technical advantage because axiom 6 for prime information system rules out the possibility ;`a. What is totally novel is the construction of function space. Lifting is an operation which given a prime information system produces a new one by The proposition set of the product is the disjoint union of propositions of the components.
A nite set of propositions is consistent if its projections to the components are. And a consistent set entails a proposition if it does so when projected into the appropriate component.
Notations. 0 and 1 are projections which give the rst and the second argument respectively when applied to a pair. When they are applied to a set S of pairs, we write 0 S and 1 S for the set of rst arguments and second arguments of elements in S, respectively.
De nition 5.4 Let A = ( A; Con A ;`A ) and B = ( B; Con B ;`B ) be prime information systems. A molecule m is a nite stable approximable mapping such that for some (a; p) 2 m, b a and f p g`q for any other (b; q) in m. The reader may wonder why the construction of function space is so di erent from the one on information systems; Why can't we use propositions of the form ( X; Y ) or even ( X; b ) for the function space?
Information systems describe the consistency and the entailment relation on propositions. The entailment is global: Once X`a, it holds for the information system irrespective of the particular computation of the type. As the stable approximable mapping suggests, a pair ( a; p ) should read as: The set of propositions a entails the proposition p, and a is a weakest such set. If we take ( a; p ) as the basic unit of information for the function space, it may lack the global property. Consider the function space on the simple information system ( f 1; 2 g; Con;`); where Con is generated by requiring 1; 2 to be consistent and`by f 2 g`1. If we know that x is a computation which produces 2 with the minimal information f 1; 2g, written as (f 1; 2 g; 2 ) 2 x, we know that 1 is somehow also produced, since we have f 2 g`1. We can then ask what is the minimal information needed for x to produce 1. There are three possibilities: (f 1; 2 g; 1 ) 2 x, (f 1 g; 1 ) 2 x and (;; 1 ) 2 x. Therefore (f 1; 2 g; 2 ) entails (f 1; 2 g; 1 ), or (f 1 g; 1 ), or (;; 1 ), but not all of them at the same time since they are inconsistent. This illustrates why we cannot get a global entailment by using propositions of the form ( a; p ) for the function space.
Our construction of function space works for the example in the following way. There are altogether nine molecules, four containing (;; 1), three containing (f 1 g; 1), two containing (f 1; 2g; 1). For example, f (;; 1) g is one of the molecule. Clearly, these nine molecules correspond to the nine complete primes in Pt (A) ! s Pt (A)], where A is the prime information system under consideration.
There is a special class of stable information systems for which one can indeed use ( X; b ) as propositions for the function space. They are the prime information systems with a trivial entailment relation: X`a i a 2 X. It can be shown that these prime information systems are closed under all the constructions proposed in Section 5 except lifting. In fact if we further require Con to be binary, in the sense that X 2 Con i 8a; b 2 X: f a; b g 2 Con, and f a g a`f b g implies a = b, then they are just Girard's coherent spaces (Girard, 1987) .
The reason for this is very simple: The domains Pt (A) for such prime information systems are binary complete (coherent) and the complete primes of Pt (A) are of the form f a g with a 2 A. More detailed treatments of coherent spaces are given in (Zhang, 1989b) .
Conclusion
We have presented here a representation of dI-domains as prime information systems. The representation is formulated in terms of an equivalence between the category of dI-domains and the category of prime information systems. Through this representation as well as the related constructions, a clearer picture of the structure of stable functions is exposed.
In prime information systems the propositions correspond to some kind of Scott open sets.
This fact promised them to be an important link in the development of logic of dI-domains. The logic of dI-domains should include the prime information systems as its backbone, but with certain kind of logical operations like conjunction and disjunction explicitly put on the propositions. The smooth formulation of such a logic requires a characterization of stable functions in terms of some kind of open sets. These open sets turn out to be disjoint in nature, in the sense that the union of two open sets makes sense in general only if their intersection is empty. It is reasonable, therefore, to expect that the logic of dI-domains is a kind of disjunctive logic. One might rst develop a theory about disjunctive locales in the light of Stone duality, and then naturally arrives at the intended disjunctive logic.
For readers interested in this direction see (Zhang 1990 ) for the topological study of stable functions in various categories, and (Zhang 1989b) , for progress on disjunctive logics of stable functions.
